
system and heated seats. For a car so
capable, the base price of $44,245 is a gen-
uine bargain. Ours came with the $1495
Z51 suspension package that offers shorter
transmission ratios, grippier tires, bigger
brakes, and a transmission-oil cooler. It’s
the track hound of the Corvette lineup. In
addition, $8500 worth of nonperformance
options brought it to a grand total of
$54,240.

The 911 arrived with a navigation
system, bixenon headlights, a Bose stereo
system, and a few other options, for
$76,195.

As a couple of advertised do-every-
thing sports cars, we put them through our
usual battery of performance tests, along
with 500 miles of highway and back-road
driving, and since these cars are meant for

the occasional romp at the track and we
weren’t popping for tires, we spent a day
lapping 1.9-mile GingerMan Raceway in
South Haven, Michigan. 

Don’t rush off to the results chart just
yet. We made an adjustment to our ballot
that needs explaining. It’s an attempt to
rectify the price discrepancy between these
cars.

Our ballot has 21 categories that are
worth a varying number of points, from a
minimum of five to a maximum of 25.
Drivers rate the cars in most categories,
and others are calculated from dimensions
or test results; then we average the scores
and total the points. The car with the
highest total wins. In our usual compar-
ison tests, drivers can award a maximum
of 10 points in the value category. But as
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Vehicle Chevrolet Porsche
Corvette Z51 911 Carrera

base price/ $44,245/ $70,065/
price as tested $54,240 $76,195

length 174.6 175.6

width 72.6 71.2

height 49.1 51.6

wheelbase 105.7 92.5

track, front/rear 62.1/60.7 58.5/60.4

weight, pounds 3288 3253

weight distribution,
% front/rear 52.1/47.9 38.4/61.6

fuel tank, gallons 18.0 16.9

recommended
octane rating 93 91

front 52 48

rear — 16

trunk 22 5

Best in test.
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